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Neutrino oscillation experiments
• Both present and future generations of -oscillation experiments use nuclei as target
material.

• A good understanding of -nucleus scattering processes, including nuclear effects, is
essential.
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• Mono-energetic neutrino beams are not available.
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Neutrino oscillation experiments
• We are entering in the precision era of neutrino oscillation experiments, neutrino
interaction uncertainties must be reduced for DUNE/Hyper-K to succeed.
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Neutrino-nucleus interactions

• Four main channels: quasielastic scattering (QE), resonance production (RES), two-nucleon
knockout (2N) and deep inelastic scattering (DIS).
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• We need theoretical models able to describe all possible reaction channels in the wide
energy region covered by the neutrino beams.
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Neutrino-nucleus experiments
Inclusive: only the lepton (muon, electron) is detected
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INCLUSIVE?!



Semi-inclusive: both the lepton (muon, electron) and one 
particle from the hadronic vertex (proton, pion) in the 
final state is detected
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Better tan RFG: SuSav2+factorization, (Seville-MIT-
Madrid RGJ et al, tuned to inclusive data). Results not
that good



• If particles in the hadronic vertex are also detected, we can use more 
accurate fo algorithms to derive the energy of the neutrino

• The nuclear model employed to model events, most often, is the RFG, 
too bad

• Better proposal: use the most realistic model available, obtain the
most likely energy of the neutrino using the model cross-sections, 
averaged over events (RGJ et al, Phys. Rev. C 105, 025502, 2022 )



OVERVIEW OF INGREDIENTS FOR THE SEMI-INCLUSIVE CASE
Impulse Approximation

A weak probe will interact with similar
probability with both surface nucleons or
deep ones

The nuclear matrix element is obtained as a
sum over individual contributions, assuming
that the nucleon that interacts in the vertex
is the one detected



Ingredients

• Initial state, we will see in a moment
• Final state: Optical Potential vs Intranuclear cascade (INC)



Ingredients

• Initial state: nucleons in a nucleus: IPSM (exclusive case)+correlations
(semi-inclusive)



Exclusive electron scattering
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know/measured

[M. Leuschner et al. PRC49, 955 (1994)]

Exclusive conditions : everything is known



Independent particle model

[M. Leuschner et al. PRC49, 955 (1994)]

Quantum numbers:
angular momentum
Energy

No momentum eigenstates



RDWIA with ROP for exclusive (e,e’p)
[Udias et al. PRC48, 2731]

[Meucci et al. PRC64, 014604]



• Initial state: Spectral function. It displays the most 
realistic missing energy  and momentum distributions 
of the initial nucleon. It is constrained to a good 
extent by experimental data. 
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From RMF to MF part of the SF

Single-particle states for GS, 
lorentzian or gaussians for the 
energy distribution 

See [RGJ et al. PRC105, 025502] → 
For inclusion of effective SF 



• We get a representation
of the SF which is
amenable to complete 
RDWIA calculations, 
that is, unfactorized and 
with FSI



No PB, no FSI, all 1-p events before cascade, SF model in 
NuWro, 1 GeV neutrino energy, CCQE cascade vs RWPIA
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Ingredients

• Final state: Optical Potential versus Intranuclear Cascade



JM Udias, Trento 2019

Relativistic potentials to describe FSI

Fit to elastic p-A scattering,
(from Cooper, Clark et al.)

M Ivanov et al, PCR94 (2016)



Fermi gas+ ‘Effective shift’ in energy 
momentum due to FSI, that is 
nuclear+Coulomb interactions. This is 
contained in the real part of the  OP, 
or some ‘effective’ combination of it

A. Bodek 2019, ECT*

ROP: ‘effective energy’ approach



Due to FSI, the matrix element to be computed can have larger or 
smaller values for given asymptotic energies of the final nucleon, that is,
for the same phase space of the final nucleon, the cross-section can be larger, 
smaller or whatever, due to the effect of FSI. Even if we integrate out the 
knocked out nucleon to get the inclusive result, there remains a dependence
of the inclusive cross-section on FSI
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Intra-Nuclear Cascade
1.) Nucleon propagates in the nucleus. In some original versions (Córdoba and 
Oset , 1992), following the classical trajectories consistent with the real part of 
the potential. Or take a short cut and propagate in straight lines

2.) Check for inelastic interaction, based upon MFP, derived from the imaginary 
part of the optical potential or otherwise.  Often: apply  density corrections, 
Pauli blocking,  in-medium nucleon-nucleon CS

3.) When it has been determined that the nucleon interacts,  according to 
previous step , determine the process , final particles, energies, ideally from 
experimental NN scattering experiments, with some medium corrections.

4.) Track created particles on the way out

5.) Cascade takes one nucleon out of the vertex and propagate it into different 
channels. Integrating on the cascade final states leaves the result invariant. The 
cascade does not modify the inclusive result 
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NEUT Cascade model
1.) Nucleon propagates in straight lines with step of 0.2 fm

2.) Check for interaction based on density and in-medium nucleon-nucleon CS

3.) Pauli-blocking: Reaction products must be above pFermi

4.) Track created particles on the way

N-N elastic

N-N inelastic

Differences with ROP:

Explicit description of reaction products

No elastic FSI

Interactions only with constituent 
nucleons

Cascade does not affect inclusive CS



No PB, no FSI, all 1-p events before cascade, SF 
model in NuWro, 1 GeV neutrino energy, CCQE 

cascade vs RWPIA

C. Cassuga MSc dissertation, UCM, 2021



Leading proton momentum
histogram, no Pauli blocking, only
one proton before cascade, SF 
model in nuWro)
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Nucleon – nucleus scattering
Used as benchmark (and/or input) to INC [Dytman et al. PRD104, 053006]

In NEUT σel is not modeled
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rROP+NEUT and ROP for carbon

Important:
E.g. large differences in produced 
neutrons at low Tn

At small energy optical model 
‘breaks down’

Should be more suitable than INC 
at intermediate energies: 20 to 150 
MeV kinetic energy of the nucleon 
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A direct comparison of RDWIA with relativistic optical potential (ROP) with 
(NEUT) intra-nuclear cascade (INC) model

1.) Differences and similarities between RDWIA and INC

2.) Consistent input from the RDWIA for the INC

3.) Event selection to compare ROP and INC

4.) The actual comparison
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Avoiding inclusive-exclusive mismatch: 
rROP input

If we do not want to modify much the cascade, we can change the input to the 
cascade, so that the inclusive cross-section is reproduced better than in PWIA. 
A rROP calculation can be introduced instead of the PWIA (no FSI) cross-section

We can benchmark the cascade by comparing the full ROP prediction, that is, the 
prediction of the optical potential for the elastic channel, with the rROP+cascade 
prediction to the elastic channel. Meaning: we take the ‘real part of the potential’ 
before the cascade, right after the vertex, and use the cascade to ‘emulate’ the non 
elastic interactions
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Selecting ‘elastic’ events

In NEUT any interaction will produce additional particle tracks

→ 1 track events ‘nothing happens’

→ Is equivalent to selec ng missing energy from the shell-model region

A cut on Em makes NEUT and ROP comparable
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rROP+NEUT and ROP for carbon

Agreement for Tp large 
(Tp > 150 MeV)

Disagreement at small Tp

Below (local) TF : Pauli-blocking
The cascade lets all nucleons
escape without interaction



Avoiding incl-excl mismatch: rROP input

Generated unfactorized RDWIA events as input to cascade

Events are 1p 1μ with T2K flux
Distributed according to       → 
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Transverse Kinematic 
Imbalance

Because pp > 450 MeV low energy differences are not 
seen

Effect of non-elastic FSI visible in PT and αT

Large non-QE ‘background’ not separable from FSI 
effects 

Non-QE from [Bourguille et al. JHEP04(2021)004]



Summary and Conclusions
• Nucleus and nuclear interaction are an essential ingredient in Accelerator based

neutirno expeirments. Inistial nuclear description, FSI, we know that Fermi Gas or
Shell model results with no FSI are not in good agreement with available data 
(neutrino or electron, inclusive or else)

• Effective spectral functions can be incorporated into microscopic calculations to
ease the comparison of these with current event generator

• The elastic part of the FSI can be incorporated into event generators by
substituting the inclusive PWIA cross-section by the rROP. The inclusive results
can be further benchmarked against the full ROP.

• Have a Good inclusive result, with FSI and nuclear modelling and then apply
CASCADE to get the channel distribution in the final state

• More generally: include sophisticated theoretical calculations into event
generators employed to analyze data and describe experiments
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